





Hi there! My name’s Drew Mortensen, Founder & Managing Director of Navy Street 
Digital — a digital markeAng agency for real estate professionals.  

In this eBook, I’m going to share exactly how we’re helping real estate agents  
generate clients on autopilot & close an extra 2+ deals per month. 

But first, let’s go over some of the more tradiAonal methods of generaAng leads so that 
you can truly understand the power of our method. 

The tradiAonal methods of generaAng business (which many real estate agents sAll rely 
heavily on) are what I like to call the “grindstone” methods, and in a second you’ll 
understand why. 

First off, we have door knocking, where you’re going door-to-door in random 
neighbourhoods trying to network and hand out your flyers — but let’s face it — door 
knocking sucks. 

Unless you’re excepAonally charismaAc, not many people are going to be recepAve to 
you interrupAng their day, invading their property and trying to convince them to let you 
sell their house.  

It puts you in a posi:on of weakness, not authority. 

So for most real estate agents, there’s a very low conversion rate. Not only that — but 
you’re wasAng money on flyers and whatnot, and you’re also wasAng precious hours of 
your Ame and energy for minimal results. It’s clear to see that this isn’t the most efficient 
way to generate business. 

Then, there’s cold calling, where you’re siSng at a desk all day ringing up people who 
never really answer the phone or return your calls. And if they do answer, they usually 
don’t want to talk — even if they’re a “lead” that you purchased from Zillow, Trulia, 
Realtor.com, etc…  

Again, this isn’t really the most effecAve use of your Ame, and it’s definitely not the 
reason why you got into real estate. 

These are the “nose to the grindstone” methods of generaAng clients that are largely 
outdated and relaAvely ineffecAve in this day and age. Even if you are seeing success 
with these methods, you can’t really scale past a certain point because these acAviAes 
demand a lot of your Ame — and as we know, :me is money.  

If you’re spending all day door knocking and cold calling, there’s a cap as to how many 
deals you can realisAcally close per month or per year. 



Moving on, we have the more systemized approach to generaAng real estate clients, but 
even sAll, these methods are phasing out and becoming more and more ineffecAve as 
Ame goes on.  

Let’s just quickly talk about these for a second. 

We’ve got direct mail, where you’re sending flyers through the mail to promote your 
business to a targeted demographic. The problem with this is that it’s super expensive, 
there’s a crazy high cost-per-lead, and 99% of your flyers are going straight in the trash.  

So it’s expensive, generally ineffecAve, and you can’t really even track the effecAveness 
of what’s working and what’s not within your direct mail campaign. 

Then we’ve got email marke:ng, which isn’t really much be`er than direct mail these 
days. People’s inboxes are constantly being flooded with stuff they don’t care about, 
spam filters are geSng more and more advanced, and there’s a high chance that your 
message to your prospect is geSng lost in the noise. This is actually reflected in the 
staAsAcs. 

Today, the average real estate markeAng email is geSng a 19% open rate and a 1.8% click-
through-rate (which is the number of people that actually interact with the content in the 
email).  

It’s really hard to build any kind of relaAonship with a prospect with these dismal 
numbers. 

Next up, we’ve got social media. If you’re a real estate agent in this day and age, there’s a 
high chance that you’re doing something with social media. But for the vast majority of 
real estate agents, the actual results they’re geSng from their efforts on social media is 
very minimal. 

Many real estate agents are puSng all this Ame and effort into Facebook and other social 
media plaborms, but no one’s really liking or commenAng or sharing their posts, and 
more importantly — no one’s ever reaching out to buy or sell a home and do business 
with them.  

Therefore, a lot of agents feel like it’s a waste of :me. 

And it’s true because if you’re not effecAvely leveraging paid ads on social media, it’s a 
very slow process to build up a meaningful online presence that’ll actually generate 
results. 



And by paid ads, what I’m referring to is Facebook ads to promote your lisAngs and your 
business in general. Maybe this is something you’re acAvely doing already, and that’s 
great!  

But the strategy I’m about to show you will really take it to the next level. 

First, let’s go over the structure of what every other real estate agent’s Facebook ads look 
like.  

It goes Facebook Ad, then a Lead Capture Form, and then Follow Up. 

For the purpose of this example, the Facebook ad is promoAng a lisAng. However, there’s 
many other kinds of ads you could be running (i.e. promoAng a free home valuaAon or a 
free home buyer’s guide) — generally something of value to offer the prospect in 
exchange for their contact informaAon. 

The next step is the lead capture form. If the prospect is intrigued by the ad and they want 
to learn more about the property, they’ll need to fill in their contact info on first. Once 
they fill in their contact info, they’ll be able to access the link to view more details about 
the property. 

And the last step is where it all falls apart. Aeer they fill in their contact info, what 
happens then?  



You’re s:ll going to have to manually follow up with them and waste your :me chasing them 
around!  

Not only that, but they’re not yet qualified as a lead — so you have no idea what their 
needs are or what their Ameline is, and you’re essenAally back to square one where 
you’re just cold calling and cold emailing. 

This is why many real estate agents feel like their social media efforts (and most social 
media markeAng agencies) are giving them garbage leads. It’s because the leads were 
never really ready to talk to you in the first place — they just wanted to see more details 
about the property, and any further communicaAon from you is just a nuisance to them. 

With this kind of strategy, you’re typically only going to be seeing a ~50% opt-in rate (lead 
form submissions) from the people who clicked on the call-to-acAon in the ad, and a 20% 
open rate from your subsequent follow up with the people who submi`ed their contact 
informaAon.  

And to make ma`ers worse, you’re going to be geSng a lot of fake informaAon to sie 
through as well. So although this is a lot be`er than the “grindstone methods” of lead 
generaAon and it’s sAll somewhat automated, there’s sAll a lot of leads being lost, a lot of 
money being wasted, and a lot of manual follow up involved which takes up a significant 
amount of your Ame. 

You might be asking yourself… “What can be done about this?” 

As promised, here’s the secret sauce to effec:ve, automated real estate client genera:on 
that’s sAll very untapped and not yet being leveraged by the vast majority of other real 
estate agents. 

What is it? 

Chatbots.  

You may not be familiar as to what that is — so let me just explain it real quick. 

A Chatbot is a pre-programmed Facebook messenger bot that people can interact with 
24/7.  

It’ll qualify leads on autopilot, and it’ll send follow up material to them automaAcally. 

If a HOT lead comes in, you can take over the conversaAon immediately.  



If the lead is sAll a few months away from making a move, they’ll be automaAcally 
subscribed to a follow up sequence that’ll sprinkle them with follow up material and keep 
you top-of-mind over the course of the next few months, so they won’t forget about you 
when they are ready to make a move.  

The best part is — you never even have to pick up the phone and call them or send them 
any emails that won’t get read. 

Let’s go through how a Chatbot integrates as part of your digital markeAng strategy. For 
this example, we’ll sAck with the new home lis:ng Facebook ad.  

As you can see, it’s similar to the previous example — there’s the same ad, except this 
Ame the call-to-acAon that says “Learn More” is actually linked to your Chatbot instead of 
a standard lead capture form.  

To see the Chatbot in acAon, please watch the brief video linked below: 

h`ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmGGJ6f0EJQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmGGJ6f0EJQ


As you can see in the video, the lead has been generated and qualified automaAcally 
without you having to have done anything. 

If the lead is ready to move now, you can conAnue the conversaAon with them live 
through Facebook Messenger — or they might even reach out to you instead. 

And if they’re not ready to move just yet, they’ll be automaAcally followed up with and 
nurtured through the follow up sequence so that when they are ready to move, you’ll be 
top-of-mind and you wasted none of your Ame trying to get ahold of them. 

And if that’s not enough, another reason why Chatbots are so powerful is because… 

- TradiAonal email open rates are about 20% 
- 77% of people don’t answer the phone to unexpected calls 

But with a Chatbot, we’re seeing things like… 

- 95% opt-in rates 
- 90% open rates 

That means 95% of the people who clicked on the call-to-acAon in your ad will become a 
subscriber to your Chatbot, and the messages you send out to your Chatbot subscribers 
will be opened & read by 90% of them (as opposed to only 20% through email). 

It’s really an amazing connecAon you’ll be able to build with your leads — more of your 
leads are going to be reading your messages and actually reaching out to you. 

There’s absolutely nothing out there that’s as powerful as this right now, and I guarantee 
there’ll be a big shie towards Chatbots and messenger automaAon in the near future.  

Just like how CDs replaced casse`es and digital music replaced CDs, Chatbots will 
eventually replace tradiAonal email markeAng. 

As you probably already know, the fortune is in the follow up. So if you’re not consistently 
following up with your leads or if your follow up efforts aren’t being seen, you’re going to 
be losing a lot of potenAal clients and leaving a lot of money on the table.  

This system essenAally handles the follow up for you in a very automated and efficient 
way, so that you’re not leSng any leads slip through the cracks, you’re not pestering 
them with any unwanted emails and phone calls, and you’re interacAng with them in a 
way that’s very non-intrusive yet effecAve. 

By now, you’re probably wondering… “How the hell do I build a Chatbot?!” 



In order to actually build your Chatbot, there’s a variety of soewares out there that you 
can use. The Chatbot soeware we use is called ManyChat, and it’s a web-based plaborm 
for you to build out your Chatbot sequences and manage all your subscribers and replies.  

Check out ManyChat.com to set up your Chatbot. 

And as a thank-you for reading this eBook, click here to download our LisAng Chatbot 
Sequence (as seen in the video above) for free! 

99% of other real estate agents aren’t doing anything like this yet — and as I said, I 
guarantee that as Ame goes, on this will become more commonplace.  

By taking advantage of this now, you’ll have an opportunity to stand out and dominate 
your market. 

So again, by leveraging Facebook ads and Chatbots as part of your digital markeAng 
strategy, here’s what you’ll be able to achieve. 

Through Facebook ads, you can consistently generate hundreds of warm leads on 
autopilot every single month and get them subscribed to your Chatbot for between $1 to 
$7 per lead based on the compeAAveness of your market — sAll a lot cheaper than 
buying leads elsewhere, which aren’t as high-quality. 

Then, you’ll be able to put them through a Chatbot system that instantaneously and 
automaAcally interacts with them and qualifies them for you, so you don’t have to waste 
days trying to get in touch with them through phone or through email, and you’ll know 
exactly what their needs are and what their Ameline is when you do get in touch with 
them. 

Simply put, when someone interacts with your Chatbot, you’ll get noAfied and you’ll see 
what kind of answers they put down, so if they’re ready to move quick — you can just 
pick up and go. 

And the people who aren’t ready yet but are maybe a few months out from buying or 
selling, you can automaAcally subscribe them to a follow up sequence, and they’ll most 
likely reach out to you when they are ready to make a move. 

What we do here at Navy Street Digital is we build out all your Chatbot sequences and 
we install your Chatbot for you. We also manage all your Facebook ads to bring hundreds 
of warm leads into your Chatbot every single month — so your lead generaAon and follow 
up is completely automated, and more of your Ame can be spent closing deals and making 
more money. 

http://manychat.com
http://ManyChat.com
https://manychat.com/template/27e7f8e040ab89688c929f4a3d267ca13ccef326


It’s a completely hands-off, done-for-you service that keeps your pipeline full, and keeps 
your leads engaged and nurtured without you having to pick up the phone or send emails 
all day. This is how we’re helping real estate agents generate clients on autopilot and 
close an extra 2-3 deals per month.  

I hope this eBook has been able to offer you some value, or at least opened your eyes to 
the new wave of markeAng that’s about to unfold. 

If you have any quesAons or if you’re interested in learning more about our services, 
please schedule a free consultaAon below: 

h`ps://www.bit.ly/nsd-call 

Thank you!

https://www.bit.ly/nsd-call

